Earth Rays

The terms “Earth Radiation,” “Earth Rays,” and “E-Rays,” most commonly refer to harmful electrically charged rays
emanating from the ground. EARTH RAYS create GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES and are only harmful when we are
exposed to them for a extended amount of time. They show in the TORSION FIELDS (Information Field) with their
negative influence.

Places we stay for a long time are typically our bed, living room couch, office chair, in school and hopistals etc. Now if
these locations are exposed to EARTH RAYS the bodies / health will be effected without any doubt.

EARTH RAYS can affect the energy balance of our bodies positively. When we take a walk in nature, for example, we feel
refreshed, less stressed, and more mentally acute. This is, in part, because we cross a wide range of earth radiation lines
and our bodies take advantage of these changing impulses and we are not exposed to an extended amount of time to a
particular ray.

Earth Radiation and Geopathic Stress

To date, EARTH RADIATION and the GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES it creates on the human body have sparked
controversy among scientists and researchers as scientific measurable methods have not been fully developed. Some
dismiss these concepts entirely.

But others have long understood that energetic forces exist on earth which affect our health, our energy level and maybe
as well our mental stablity both positively and negatively. These forces can be detected with dowsing rods, compass
needles and Kinesiology. The company PROTECT PRO has developed a measuring tool to discover and to support
findings and PROTEC PRO has developed products to solve the problems.
See paragpraph TORSION FIELD as above.

In this context it is interesting that most Building Biologists, who otherwise think and act according to strict scientific
principles, acknowledge the existence of GEOPATHIC STRESS ZONES created by WATER VEINS. They consider these
phenomena self-evident and include their locations in analyses of indoor living environments. Additionally, they work on
information about how to protect one self from them.
The term GEOPATHIC STRESS is commonly used in connection with WATER VEINS because it is difficult to
differentiate between which veins are and aren’t pathogenic.

Experts argue that the electrical energy of WATER VEINS comes from the friction of subterranean currents and rock.
For more information on how water veins work see the WATER VEIN paragraph further below.

In addition to WATER VEINS, experts have identified other factors which contribute to GEOPATHIC STRESS and which,
together, form a global grid or series of grids.

There is the well known CURRY GRID, described by the Germans Dr. Manfred Curry and Dr. Wittmann (1952).
See further below.

Another grid known in the world of science is the HARTMANN GRID discovered by the German Dr. Ernst Hartmann
(1954). See further below.

The BENKER GRID as discovered by the Austrian Anton Benker seems to be the least known of all. See further below.
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